9:30 – 10:30 am  Chair Opening Remarks  
David Yamamoto, Chair
FTLAC Members

- Introductions
- Approval of April 12, 2019 meeting minutes
- Public Comment
- FTLAC Chair Topics:
  - Gauging impacts on the counties of a revised forest management plan
  - Measuring how state forests management affects social and economic well-being of the trust counties
  - Need for a better understanding of how selling carbon credits from state forests will impact rural economies
- Comments from State Forester | BOF Chair

10:30 – 11:30 am  HCP Update and Overview of the Engagement Process
Cindy Kolomechuk, Brett Brownscombe, and Troy Rahmig

11:30 – 12:00 pm  FMP update and Overview of the Engagement Process  
Brian Pew and Jason Cox

12:00  Adjourn

In order to provide the broadest range of services, lead-time is needed to make the necessary arrangements. If special materials, services, or assistance is required, such as a sign language interpreter, assistive listening device, or large print material, please contact our Public Affairs Office at least twenty-four hours prior to the meeting via telephone 503-945-7200 or fax 503-945-7212. Use of all tobacco products in state-owned buildings and on adjacent grounds is prohibited.